Carrier 300-400
Carrier 300-400 is a rigid disc cultivator available in 3, 3.5
and 4 metre working widths. The frame provides a stable
and durable machine that sits very close to the tractor,
saving on front ballast and reducing the compaction risk.

Carrier 300-400 mixes in residues, and leaves a perfectly
levelled working result.
Impressive weight per disc
To increase the weight, Carrier 300-400 can be equipped
with additional weight packages. This results in a weight
per metre higher than any competitor’s machine in the
same segment. You benefit from a greater penetration
force and exceptional working results in all field
conditions.
Great mobility
Carrier 300-400 is mounted on the three-point linkage,
offering ease of operation and great manoeuvrability.
You benefit from a small turning radius on headlands
and convenient transport between fields.
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Trailed or mounted – you choose
Equipped with the packer RubberRunner, Carrier 300-400
can be delivered as a trailed version. This takes weight
off the tractor and reduces the lifting requirement.
The weight is distributed between the tractor and the
disc cultivator, which in turn reduces the soil
compaction rate.

Discs

3-4m

2-12cm

>85hp

125mm

No compromises

450mm Disc

470mm TrueCut

New!

CrossCutter Disc

Packers
Mounted

Single SteelRunner

Single SoilRunner

BioDrill turns Carrier
into a seed drill
RubberRunner

CageRunner

Packers
Trailed

RubberRunner
Carrier 300-400 can be equipped with weight
packages adding up to 800kg/m.

Carrier 300-400 can be delivered as either a
trailed or mounted machine.
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Carrier X 425-625
Carrier X 425-625 is a mounted foldable disc cultivator with
discs positioned in an x-shape, available in 4.25, 5.25 or 6.25
metre working width. It has excellent contour following and
impressive penetration ability for its weight.

X stands for x-disc
The discs are positioned in an x-shape, which enables
the lateral forces to cancel each other out. The x-disc
format guarantees that the machine will always run dead
straight behind the tractor. This saves diesel but is also
essential when using a GPS guidance system or when
driving in hilly conditions.
Adjustable disc angles
To further increase the soil seeking ability of the
discs each disc hub can be rotated to change the disc
angles. Tests have shown this technique increases
the penetration capacity by up to 50%, compared to
traditional solutions with the same machine weight.
You benefit from an excellent penetration to weight
ratio, as well as the ability to adjust the disc angle
according to field conditions.
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Full control from the cab
To gain full control, the working depth is controlled
hydraulically from the cab. This provides Carrier X with
high precision and versatility on varying soil types. The
depth setting is easily carried out, without the need for
top link adjustments.
Heavy-duty design for long working life
With a strong tube frame and heavy-duty joints, Carrier
X is constructed to withstand heavy stresses. You benefit
from a long working life with exceptional working results
in the field.

Discs

4,2-6,2m

2-12cm

>150hp

125mm

Heavy-duty depth precision

450mm Disc

470mm TrueCut

New!
CrossCutter Disc

Packers

Single SteelRunner

Single SoilRunner
Carrier X for harsh environments
The kit includes a galvanised
frame, piston rod protection, a
hydraulic wing lock and stainless
steel hydraulic couplings.

The transport width of Carrier X is only 2.4m and even
when folded, you maintain a good rear view from the cab.

CageRunner
HeavyDuty

The working depth is set from the tractor cab, enabling
adaptation to varying conditions in the field.
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Carrier 420-820
Carrier 420-820 is a trailed disc cultivator, available in
working widths between 4.2 and 8.2 metres. Whether you
require a stale seedbed, levelling of ploughed land or cover
crop incorporation, the wide range of front tools offer
versatility to different farming requirements.

High weight per disc
Carrier family are characterised by their strong frame
constructed with high-quality Swedish steel. The high
weight on each disc improves penetration and maintains
working depth even in tough conditions.
Adjustable axles optimise working result
Achieving efficient weed control requires all roots to be
thoroughly sliced up in the first pass. To ensure optimal
slicing and uniform tillage, the front row of discs can be
adjusted laterally with the aid of a turnbuckle.
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Great mobility
Carrier 420-820 uses the unique Väderstad folding
system, giving a fast transition from field to transport.
When folded the transport width is only 2.5m.
The folding technique gives the machine a low centre
of gravity, resulting in safe manoeuvring.

Front tools

4,2-8,2m

2-12cm

>120hp

125mm

The multitasking implement

CrossCutter Knife

Straw harrow

CrossBoard

Discs

450mm Disc

470mm TrueCut

BioDrill turns Carrier
into a seed drill

New!

CrossCutter Disc

Packers

Single SteelRunner

To enable easy transport, Carrier 420-820
folds to 2.5 metre transport width.

Two rows of high quality V-55 Swedish steel
discs works down to 12cm working depth.

RubberRunner
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Carrier 925-1225
Carrier 925-1225 is a very robust trailed disc cultivator,
available in 9.25 and 12.25m working width. With a high
working speed, it has a capacity of up to 16 hectares per
hour, resulting in low capital costs per hectare.

Heavy duty frame – long working life
Carrier 925-1225 has an extremely robust frame, ensuring
a long working life even in the toughest of conditions.
Its few greasing points reduces the maintenance
required leading to more time in field.
The obvious choice for 12m CTF
The large Carrier 1225 has a working width of 12.25m.
This gives a slight overlap required in a 12m CTF-system.
Thanks to the x-shape disc layout, the machine will
always run dead straight behind the tractor. This is
essential when using GPS-control or when cultivating
in hilly terrain.
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Even weight – even result
Carrier 925-1225 is equipped with weight packages in
the wing sections. This ensures the weight is evenly
distributed across the entire working width without
the need for complex hydraulic solutions.

Front tools

9,2-12,2m

2-12cm

>400hp

125mm

Extreme capacity

CrossCutter Knife

Straw harrow

CrossBoard

Discs

450mm Disc

BioDrill turns Carrier
into a seed drill
470mm TrueCut

New!

CrossCutter Disc

Packers

Single SteelRunner
Carrier 925-1225 has the unique Väderstad
folding system.When folded the transport
width is 3m.

The wide range of front tools offer versatility
to different farming requirements.
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Carrier XL 425-625
Carrier XL 425-625 is a trailed disc cultivator, available
in working widths between 4.25 to 6.25m. The sizes of
the discs make Carrier XL 425-625 well suited for deeper
cultivation, incorporating large amounts of crop residues
or breaking up pasture.

Carrier XL 426-625 can be fitted with 510 or 610mm discs
with adjustable disc angles.
Easy adjustment
The maximum working depth is set on the machine, while
operational depth settings are carried out hydraulically
from the cab. To ensure optimal slicing and uniform
cultivation, the front row of discs can be adjusted in the
lateral direction with the help of rigging screws.
MultiSet offers versatility
The adjustable MultiSet disc hubs allow the disc angle
to be set to one of three positions between 11 and 17
degrees. This enables the disc aggressiveness to be
adjusted to fit different working depths. A level cut can
be achieved during shallow cultivation, and a good
penetration can be ensured at a greater working depth.
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Easy to transport
When transporting Carrier XL 425-625 between fields,
the machine is wing-folded to fit within 3m transport
width. The transport wheels are equipped with hydraulic
suspension, resulting in a safe and calm ride, whilst also
preventing damage to the machine’s main frame.

Front tools

4.2-6.2m

5-16cm

>150hp

125mm

Versatility in disc cultivation

CrossCutter Knife

Straw harrow

CrossBoard

Discs

510mm TrueCut

BioDrill turns Carrier XL
into a seed drill
610mm TrueCut

Packers

Single SteelRunner

New!
Double SteelRunner

When transporting Carrier XL 425-625
between fields, the machine is wing-folded to
fit within 3m transport width.

On headlands, the machine can be turned on
either the packer or the wheels.

Double SoilRunner
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Carrier XL 925-1225
Carrier XL 925-1225 is a trailed disc cultivator, available with
9.25 or 12.25m working width. It can be fitted with 510 or
610mm discs. The sizes of the discs make them well suited to
incorporate large amounts of crop residues even at depth.

With a high working speed, Carrier XL 925-1225 has a
working capacity of up to 16 hectares per hour. This
lowers the capital costs per hectare to minimum.
Even weight – even result
Carrier XL 925-1225 is equipped with weight packages
in the wing sections. This ensures the weight is evenly
distributed across the entire working width without the
need for complex hydraulic solutions.
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Discs allow for increased working depth
Carrier XL 925-1225 can be fitted with either 510mm or
610mm TrueCut discs. In comparison, the 510mm disc
increases the space around the disc which allows for
a higher throughflow. The 610mm on the other hand,
enables greater working depth, which is a benefit when
incorporating large amounts of crop residues, such as
harvested maize stubble.

Discs

9,2-12,2m

5-16cm

>400hp

125mm

Enormous depth capacity

510mm TrueCut

610mm TrueCut

Packers

Single SteelRunner

BioDrill turns Carrier XL
into a seed drill

Carrier XL 925-1225 has an extremely robust frame,
ensuring a long working life even in the toughest
conditions.

Carrier XL 925-1225 has the unique Väderstad folding
system. When folded the transport width is 3m.
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